PRESS RELEASE
Pre-Election Study conducted by Ipsos in Tbilisi
Local Run-off
October 27, 2021
Target audience: citizens of Georgia aged 18+, eligible to vote in Tbilisi city
Geography: Tbilisi
Sample size: 556
Maximum margin of error is 4.15%, at confidence interval 95%+
Method: Self-Administered Paper Interviews
Fieldwork: 24/10/2021-27/10/2021
Main results
If the Run-off or Municipal elections were held next Saturday, for which Candidate
would you vote for?
Among respondents, who choose specific candidate (excluding «No one crossed / all
crossed out»), N=390
Tbilisi
Kakha Kaladze - Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia
Nikanori Melia - 'United National Movement'

%valid
52%
48%

© 2021, Ipsos This polling release and the data contained in it are not designed to support any
election outcome or prediction model and no license to use the polling release or the data is
either granted or implied by their publication. Ipsos does not endorse, and has no responsibility
for the accuracy of, the result of any predictive model that incorporates this polling data.
Furthermore, any use of this information to produce polling aggregations or election models
without Ipsos’ written permission will be considered a violation of our intellectual property, and
Ipsos reserves the right to take appropriate legal action.
For more information on this release, please contact:
Oliviero Marchese
Ipsos Global Director, Election Research
+33 6 09 16 65 01
oliviero.marchese@ipsos.com

Olena Siletska
Ipsos Public Affairs Service Line Leader
+38 050 312 22 62
olena.siletska@ipsos.com

PRESS RELEASE
Pre-Election Study conducted by Ipsos in Batumi
Local Run-off
October 27, 2021
Target audience: citizens of Georgia aged 18+, eligible to vote in Batumi city
Geography: Batumi
Sample size: 425
Maximum margin of error is 4.75%, at confidence interval 95%+
Method: Self-Administered Paper Interviews
Fieldwork: 24/10/2021-27/10/2021
Main results
If the Run-off or Municipal elections were held next Saturday, for which Candidate
would you vote for?
Among respondents, who choose specific candidate (excluding «No one crossed / all
crossed out»), N=331
Batumi
%valid
Giorgi Kirtadze - United National Movement

51%

Archil Chikovani - Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia

49%

© 2021, Ipsos This polling release and the data contained in it are not designed to support any
election outcome or prediction model and no license to use the polling release or the data is
either granted or implied by their publication. Ipsos does not endorse, and has no responsibility
for the accuracy of, the result of any predictive model that incorporates this polling data.
Furthermore, any use of this information to produce polling aggregations or election models
without Ipsos’ written permission will be considered a violation of our intellectual property, and
Ipsos reserves the right to take appropriate legal action.
For more information on this release, please contact:
Oliviero Marchese
Ipsos Global Director, Election Research
+33 6 09 16 65 01
oliviero.marchese@ipsos.com

Olena Siletska
Ipsos Public Affairs Service Line Leader
+38 050 312 22 62
olena.siletska@ipsos.com

PRESS RELEASE
Pre-Election Study conducted by Ipsos in Kutaisi
Local Run-off
October 27, 2021
Target audience: citizens of Georgia aged 18+, eligible to vote in Kutaisi city
Geography: Kutaisi
Sample size: 413
Maximum margin error is 4.82%, at confidence interval 95%+
Method: Self-Administered Paper Interviews
Fieldwork: 24/10/2021-27/10/2021
Main results
If the Run-off or Municipal elections were held next Saturday, for which Candidate
would you vote for?
Among respondents, who choose specific candidate (excluding «No one crossed / all
crossed out»), N=257
Kutaisi
%valid
Khatia Dekanoidze - United National Movement

52%

Ioseb Khakhaleishvili - Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia

48%

© 2021, Ipsos This polling release and the data contained in it are not designed to support any
election outcome or prediction model and no license to use the polling release or the data is
either granted or implied by their publication. Ipsos does not endorse, and has no responsibility
for the accuracy of, the result of any predictive model that incorporates this polling data.
Furthermore, any use of this information to produce polling aggregations or election models
without Ipsos’ written permission will be considered a violation of our intellectual property, and
Ipsos reserves the right to take appropriate legal action.
For more information on this release, please contact:
Oliviero Marchese
Ipsos Global Director, Election Research
+33 6 09 16 65 01
oliviero.marchese@ipsos.com

Olena Siletska
Ipsos Public Affairs Service Line Leader
+38 050 312 22 62
olena.siletska@ipsos.com

PRESS RELEASE
Pre-Election Study conducted by Ipsos in Zugdidi
Local Run-off
October 27, 2021
Target audience: citizens of Georgia aged 18+, eligible to vote in Zugdidi city
Geography: Zugdidi
Sample size: 432
Maximum margin of error is 4.71%, at confidence interval 95%+
Method: Self-Administered Paper Interviews
Fieldwork: 24/10/2021-27/10/2021
Main results
If the Run-off or Municipal elections were held next Saturday, for which Candidate
would you vote for?
Among respondents, who choose specific candidate (excluding «No one crossed / all
crossed out»), N=412
Zugdidi
Mamuka Tsotseria - Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia
Anzor Melia - United National Movement

%valid
51%
49%

© 2021, Ipsos This polling release and the data contained in it are not designed to support any
election outcome or prediction model and no license to use the polling release or the data is
either granted or implied by their publication. Ipsos does not endorse, and has no responsibility
for the accuracy of, the result of any predictive model that incorporates this polling data.
Furthermore, any use of this information to produce polling aggregations or election models
without Ipsos’ written permission will be considered a violation of our intellectual property, and
Ipsos reserves the right to take appropriate legal action.
For more information on this release, please contact:
Oliviero Marchese
Ipsos Global Director, Election Research
+33 6 09 16 65 01
oliviero.marchese@ipsos.com

Olena Siletska
Ipsos Public Affairs Service Line Leader
+38 050 312 22 62
olena.siletska@ipsos.com

PRESS RELEASE
Pre-Election Study conducted by Ipsos in Rustavi
Local Run-off
October 27, 2021
Target audience: citizens of Georgia aged 18+, eligible to vote in Rustavi city
Geography: Rustavi
Sample size: 452
Maximum margin error is 4.6%, at confidence interval 95%+
Method: Self-Administered Paper Interviews
Fieldwork: 24/10/2021-27/10/2021
Main results
If the Run-off or Municipal elections were held next Saturday, for which Candidate
would you vote for?
Among respondents, who choose specific candidate (excluding «No one crossed / all
crossed out»), N=349
Rustavi
%valid
David Kirkitadze - United National Movement

53%

Nino Latsabidze - Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia

47%

© 2021, Ipsos This polling release and the data contained in it are not designed to support any
election outcome or prediction model and no license to use the polling release or the data is
either granted or implied by their publication. Ipsos does not endorse, and has no responsibility
for the accuracy of, the result of any predictive model that incorporates this polling data.
Furthermore, any use of this information to produce polling aggregations or election models
without Ipsos’ written permission will be considered a violation of our intellectual property, and
Ipsos reserves the right to take appropriate legal action.
For more information on this release, please contact:
Oliviero Marchese
Ipsos Global Director, Election Research
+33 6 09 16 65 01
oliviero.marchese@ipsos.com

Olena Siletska
Ipsos Public Affairs Service Line Leader
+38 050 312 22 62
olena.siletska@ipsos.com

